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The Legal 500 – In-house Legal Research Team

For 33 years, The Legal 500 has been 
analysing the capabilities of law firms and sets 
across the world. In the research team, we 
constantly track which sections are used most 
by clients, and this often matches up with an 
increase in that section from submissions, 
client referees, requests for interviews and 
feedback – all of which make up the research 
process. The international arbitration rankings 
are consistently one of our most used and 
read editorial sections and one of the most 
competitive areas for law firms, sets, lawyers 
and barristers. This chimes with what we 
constantly hear anecdotally in the market, with 
international arbitration frequently cited as the 
preferred form of dispute resolution.

The Arbitration Powerlist: Central and Eastern 
Europe showcases the leading practitioners 
working in a broad sweep of countries, 
stretching from Austria and Poland to the 
Baltic nations and down to Serbia and North 

Macedonia. As with any publication of this 
nature, we were faced with the dilemma of 
including as many worthy candidates as possible 
without diluting the significance of their listing. 
After lengthy discussions across the editorial 
team, we decided that a larger selection was 
necessary to provide sufficient nuance and 
balance across so many different markets. We 
hope that by expanding the selection we have 
managed to include some surprises. 

To collate the list of leading practitioners we 
have of course drawn on our research team’s 
expertise. We have also approached leading 
arbitrators, arbitral institutions and general 
counsel active in the market to help create a 
definitive list of the leading arbitration counsel 
in the Central and Eastern Europe region 
today. As such, we think the listing reflect 
those practitioners that are deemed the gold 
standard by business.  n

INTRODUCTION |  
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Catalin Alexandru Filip & Company
Assen Alexiev Assen Alexiev
Daniel Alexandru Aragea STOICA & Asociaţii
Ramūnas Audzevičius Motieka & Audzevicius 
Jozef Bannert Cerha Hempel
Metodi Baykushev Dimitrov, Petrov & Co.
Valentin Berea RTPR - Radu Taracila Padurari 

Retevoescu
Jelena Bezarević Pajić Moravčević Vojnović and 

Partners - in cooperation with Schoenherr 
Filip Blagojević BOPA Bojanovic Partners
Filip Boras Baker McKenzie
Miklós Boronkay Szecskay Attorneys at Law
Marcin Boruc  Radzikowski, Szubielska  

i Wspólnicy sp.k.
Borislav Boyanov Boyanov & Partners
Branco Bulat Savoric & Partners
Gheorghe Butra Musat & Asociatii
Biljana Cakmakova Cakmakova Advocates
Alban Çaushi  CR Partners
Kina Chuturkova  Boyanov & Partners
Jasminka Čorda Truhar Hanžeković & Partners
Rimantas Daujotas Motieka & Audzevicius 
Ivan Debarliev DDK
Pavel Dejl  Kocian Solc Balastik
Marius Devyžis Derling Primus
Ana Diculescu-Șova Nestor Nestor Diculescu 

Kingston Petersen
Tsvetelina Dimitrova Georgiev, Todorov & Co.  

Law Offices
Dr Vladimir M. Djerić Mikijelj Jankovic & 

Bogdanovic
Lucie Dolanská Bányaiová Bányaiová Vožehová
Gediminas Dominas WALLESS 
Ion Dragne Dragne & Associatii
Tamás Éless  Oppenheim
Sokol Elmazaj Boga & Associates
Emil Emanuilov Kambourov & Partners
Eliane Fischer  rothorn legal 

Zoltán Forgó Forgó, Damjanovic & Partners
Angel Ganev Djingov, Gouginski, Kyutchukov & 

Velichkov 
Assen Georgiev CMS
Beata Gessel-Kalinowska vel Kalisz  GESSEL 

Attorneys at Law
Carri Ginter Sorainen
Jola Giuzi Kalo & Associates
Leon Glikman Gilkman Alvin LEVIN
Anne-Karin Grill AKG Advisory
Dr Heidrun Halbartschlager  Konrad Partners
Monika Hartung  Wardynski & Partners
Triinu Hiob NJORD Law Firm
František Honsa  BBH 
Dr Vít Horáček Legalité
Karolína Horáková Skils
Ivo Janda White & Case
Marek Jeżewski   Kochański & Partners
Inga Kačevska Inga Kačevska Law Office
Tomáš Kamenec Paul Q Law Firm
Edin Karakaš Žurić i Partneri
Daniela Karollus-Bruner CMS
Paul Keres Gilkman Alvin LEVIN
Theis Klauberg Klauberg BALTICS
Dejan Knezovic Knezovic & Associates 
Tijana Kojović BDK Advokati
Péter Komáromi Eversheds Sutherland
Dr Christian W. Konrad Konrad Partners
Leon Kopecký Schoenherr
Wojciech Kozlowski  Dentons
Uroš Križanec Sibinčič Križanec
Bartosz Krużewski Clifford Chance
Jānis Kubilis Vilgerts
Peter Kubina Dentons
Nataša Lalatović Đorđević Moravčević Vojnović and 

Partners - in cooperation with Schoenherr 
Maciej Łaszczuk Łaszczuk & Partners
András Dániel László LFB - László Fekete  

Bagaméry
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Milan Lazić Karanovic & Partners
Ģirts Lejiņš Cobalt
Jure Levovnik Jadek & Pensa
Christoph Lindinger Schönherr
Liina Linsi Cobalt
Josip Madirazza  Madirazza & Partners
Martin Magál  Allen & Overy
Arno Mamasyan Georgiev, Todorov & Co
Senka Mihaj Mihaj, Ilić & Milanović
Andrzej Miklas Rymarz Zdort
Agim Muco Wolf Theiss
Péter P Nagy  Nagy és Trócsányi 
András Nemescsói  DLA Piper
Valts Nerets Sorainen
Ivaylo Nikolov Kambourov & Partners
Đorđe Novčić JPM
Dr. Zsolt Okányi CMS
Marcin Olechowski Sołtysiński Kawecki & Szlęzak
Miloš Olík ROWAN LEGAL
Solveiga Palevičienė Glimstedt
Józef Palinka DZP
Magdalena Papiernik  Kochański & Partners 
László Partos Partos & Noblet in cooperation  

with Hogan Lovells
Rostislav Pekař Squire Patton Boggs
Philipp A. Peters  Konrad & Partners
Paweł Pietkiewicz Greenberg Traurig
Aivar Pilv  LEADELL (Pilv)
Sylwia Piotrowska Baker McKenzie
Pirkka-Marja Põldvere  LEADELL (Pilv)
Cornel Popa Țuca Zbârcea & Asociatii 
Luminita Popa Suciu Popa
Tatjana Popovski-Buloski  Popovski & Partners
Boris Porobija Porobija & Porobija
Roman Prekop Barger Prekop Attorneys
David Premelč Rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik  

and Partners
Tatiana Prokopová Squire Patton Boggs
Dragan Psodorov Joksović, Stojanović & Partners

Anca Pușcașu Țuca Zbârcea & Asociatii 
Marcin Radwan-Röhrenschef  Röhrenschef 
István Réczicza Dentons
Stefan Riegler Wolf Theiss
Aleš Rojs Rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik & Partners
Robert Roşu Țuca Zbârcea & Asociatii 
Markus Schifferl Zeiler Floyd Zadkovich
Anton Sigal  Ellex Raidla
Rimantas Simaitis Cobalt
Andrius Smaliukas Ellex Valiunas
Stanisław Sołtysiński Sołtysiński Kawecki  

& Szlęzak
Sylvia Steeva Tomov & Tomov
Cristiana-Irinel Stoica STOICA & Asociatii –  

Attorneys at Law
Petar D. Stojanović Joksović, Stojanović & Partners
Michał Subocz White & Case
Kęstutis Švirinas Sorianen
András Szecskay Szecskay Attorneys at Law
Justyna Szpara  Łaszczuk & Partners
Flonia Tashko-Boriç Tashko Pustina 
Oleg Temnikov Wolf Theiss
Lazar Tomov Tomov & Tomov
Domagoj Truhar Hanžeković & Partners
Florentin Țuca  Țuca Zbârcea & Asociatii 
Ziedonis Udris Skudra & Udris
Toomas Vaher Ellex Raidla
Vilija Vaitkute Pavan Ellex Valiunas
Tadas Varapnickas TGS Baltic
Paul Varul TGS Baltic
Cosmin Vasile Zamfirescu Racoți Vasile & Partners
Dan Visiou Bucharest International Arbitration 

Court/Independent
Valentina Wong Wolf Theiss
Calin-Andrei Zamfirescu Zamfirescu Racoti & 

Partners
Gerold Zeiler Zeiler Floyd Zadkovich
Levana Zigmund Țuca Zbârcea & Asociatii 
Daiga Zivtiņa Ellex Klavins

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE POWERLIST
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Đorđe Novčić 
JPM

Location: Serbia
Admissions: Belgrade Bar
Sectors covered: Financial services, insurance, 
IT, retail and professional services
Geographical areas of focus: Serbia
Languages: English

Đorđe Novčić is a partner in the dispute resolution 
practice of JPM, representing clients in all types of 
national and cross-border disputes before state and 
arbitration courts. He regularly acts for national and 
international companies operating in the financial 
services, insurance, IT, retail and professional services 
sectors. 

In terms of arbitration, Novčić has experience in 
conducting cases subject to many different systems 
of law and under many of the major institutional 
rules, including ICC, UNCITRAL and VIAC Rules, as 
well as before local arbitral tribunals. Novčić works 
through all stages of the arbitration process, from 
providing the initial advice to clients and settlement 
negotiations up to advocacy during hearings and 
enforcement (or opposing enforcement) of an 
award. He regularly speaks at arbitration conferences 
and authors articles in legal journals across Serbia 
and the Central and Eastern Europe region.  

He is recognised as a leading expert for dispute 
resolution in legal directories, and comes 
recommended in The Legal 500 EMEA for all kinds  
of dispute resolution.

In conversation with…

‘Serbia is an arbitration-friendly country, with local 
arbitration based on some of the best practices  
from Europe and worldwide as well as local cases. 
Rules are in-line with decisions and procedures 
enacted around the world, so any international 
counsel can easily conduct proceedings here. The 
arbitration community of Serbia is not large, but 

is made up of highly-skilled law professors and 
lawyers. There are regular arbitration association 
meetings on a monthly basis to try and attract more 
parties to enter into arbitration proceedings in 
Serbia. 

One key issue regarding arbitration in Serbia is the 
relatively low volume of cases administered. This is 
if we were to compare it to the volume of cases in 
Austria, which is a regional centre for arbitration here 
in Central and Eastern Europe. Users opting to settle 
disputes before the Serbian courts is indicative of 
the mentality of Serbian businesspeople, but this is 
slowly changing. 

There are already results emerging thanks  
to efforts made to promote arbitration in  
Serbia, especially during the pandemic year. In  
March 2020, we had a state of emergency lasting 
around two months where no one could approach 
the courts without an interim relief or an injunction 
for urgent proceedings. This meant very long waiting 
times to see a judge, but arbitrations continued to 
work. 

The pandemic has also sped up the trend of 
paperless proceedings which is the ultimate goal for 
this region, and clients have been pleased with the 
results of proceedings conducted in this method. 
Since the start of the pandemic all international 
arbitration instructions have issued orders on how 
to conduct proceedings in these new circumstances, 
which has led to virtual hearings and paperless 
proceedings being conducted with positive 
feedback.

I have been practicing arbitration for around 15 
years as a counsel, there is no particular sector I 
am focused on and there is a real mixture in terms 
of cases; construction is always present [and] 
privatisations still take up a lot of my time. M&A 
deals also feature, and an energy project concerning 
a gas pipeline through Serbia has once again been 
activated.

One career highlight came in a case about the 
unilateral termination of an IT contract, held under 
UNICTRAL Rules, where I faced serious obstructions 

from the very start of proceedings. We had to work 
with a client [with] no experience in these kinds of 
proceedings. Finally we were granted with the relief 
and our client received recognition for their work on 
the project.

Another career highlight came during important 
privatisations that took place in Serbia, after the 
Serbian political landscape changed in 2000. In 
accordance with the Serbian privatisation acts  
and agreements, the seller (the state or public 
agency) issued no reps and warrantied about  
offered companies, and deficiencies or problems 
often went undisclosed. These types of deals are 
considered public transactions and there is special 
care for the state in these kind of proceedings, so 
contracts were drafted by the state and the buying 
party had no other option but to “accept” or “reject” 
them without recourse to make suggestions or  
apply for changes.

The appetite amongst buyers to undertake legal 
proceedings in these cases was very low, so it was 
an important task to convince clients to actually 
proceed with their claims. Due to this reason it can 
be very difficult to win cases like this. I however, 
helped clients win these cases, and these victories 
became a starting precedent in Serbia.

[In Serbia] we need to educate legal entities, 
owners of companies, managing directors and their 
in-house counsel about the benefits of dispute 
resolution by arbitration. commercial courts are very 
busy in Serbia, and parties are waiting to receive 
final binding judgments in two to three years. The 
timeline of arbitration however, is between six and 
nine months here, which provides a great benefit 
to clients, the legal system as well as investors who 
want to put money into Serbia. The local arbitration 
scene must work on promoting this. 

Another trend in the Serbian arbitration scene 
concerns paperless and virtual proceedings as 
mentioned earlier. This has had evident results in 
the pandemic period, and as Serbia prepares for one 
more wave of COVID-19, these types of hearings will 
allow parties to continue proceedings come what 
may. 
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PROFILES

Thirdly, Serbia is a member candidate for the EU, 
so at the moment internal regulations are being 
adjusted with this in mind. Serbian counsel and legal 
entities will have to take additional time and effort to 
understand and implement these. 

There is a lot of work to be done in Serbia regarding 
promoting arbitration, in order for Serbia to be the next 
arbitration hotspot in the next five to ten years. First 
of all we must make arbitration rules familiar to all end 
users which apply to all kinds of disputes (local and 
international). New regulations and virtual proceedings 
could therefore be a future model for Serbia.

Since 2010 there has been an interesting change 
where Chinese capital and capital from Arab 
countries entered Serbia; Chinese companies have 
invested large sums in infrastructure and energy 
projects in the country and Arab countries have 
invested in agriculture and real estate. At first it was 
hard to adjust to a different way of thinking. Not that 
there were any bad aspects to this new mentality, 
but the ways of doing business were something we 
needed time to wrap our heads around. 

To give an amusing example, I worked on an 
arbitration case with a company from one of these 
regions, who would communicate with us through 
Viber or WhatsApp messages. We are of course 
adjusted to all sorts of tech, but the timing of the 
messages was interesting; we would receive replies 
at 7 or 8pm without anything from them during the 
day. In one particular arbitration, we were agreeing 
on a time for the hearing, and a general manager 
wanted 6, 7 or 8pm which is very unusual as cases 
are usually heard in the morning or early afternoon. 
We finally agreed on a time of 3pm, but I wanted to 
investigate reasons as to why this was proving so 
difficult. I went to their headquarters one day at 2pm, 
completely unannounced, and received information 
that the staff were all sleeping! Apparently after their 
lunch break, they all take a nap at 2pm. I suppose the 
prevailing point of this story is – you have to know 
your client!’.  n
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Job title: Managing Partner
Location: Moldova
Number of years in practice: 25
Admissions: Moldovan Bar
Geographical areas of focus: Moldova and 
CIS
Languages: Romanian, English, Russian

Over a 25-year legal career, Roger Gladei has 
acted on some of Moldova’s most high-profile 
disputes. He began his legal career by spending 
ten years in-house at a prominent domestic 
bank, eventually holding concurrent roles as 
head of legal, corporate secretary, and head 
of AML. Since then he has been practicing as 
independent legal counsel, initially as partner 
with a Moldovan law firm and subsequently as 
co-founder and managing partner of Gladei & 
Partners.  

He is the first and current President of Chisinau 
Court of International Commercial Arbitration 
(CACIC) under the American Chamber of 
Commerce in Moldova (AmCham). Set up in 
2017, AmCham CACIC is the first significant ADR 
forum catering to businesses disputes arising in 
Moldova and/or in connection with Moldovan 
parties. Together with his peers from the CACIC 
Steering Committee and the CACIC Secretariat, 
Gladei has, ‘established the organisational and 
procedural framework of CACIC, making it a 
reputable ADR forum, where business have been 
addressing not only for arbitration, but also for 
conciliation and mediation.’

Roger Gladei
Gladei & Partners

Job title: Partner 
Location: Russia
Number of years in practice: 21
Admissions: Moscow Bar
Geographical areas of focus: Russia & CIS
Languages: Russian, English, French

Alexei Panich is a partner in the dispute 
resolution practice of Herbert Smith Freehills 
in Moscow, specialist in litigation and 
arbitration. For more than 20 years he has been 
representing clients in complex corporate, 
commercial, construction and banking 
disputes, cross-border debt recovery as well as 
in bankruptcy proceedings. He has extensive 
experience in advising on complex Russian 
and international litigation and arbitration 
matters affecting the activities of both foreign 
investors and national Russian companies. His 
representations as arbitration counsel include 
acting for: a Russian high net worth individual 
in a settlement of a dispute related to recovery 
of over $1bn damages being considered by 
the London Court of International Arbitration 
(LCIA); Royal Bank of Scotland and the syndicate 
of other banks in a US$300m LCIA arbitration 
against Kazakhstan companies, operating 
in Russia and Kazakhstan, and a Gazprom 
subsidiary in a US$125 million dispute aimed at 
the cancellation of an award of the International 
Commercial Arbitration Court. He has also 
represented three Russian biathletes in Court of 
Arbitration for Sport (CAS) proceedings relating 
to doping allegations. 

Alexei Panich
Herbert Smith Freehills

Job title: Partner
Location: Russia
Number of years in practice: 20
Number of years as an arbitrator: Two
Admissions: Moscow Region Bar
Main sectors covered: Intellectual property 
(inc. pharma, TMT, FMCG, IT and others)
Languages: Russian, English

Ekaterina Tilling is the head of Eversheds 
Sutherland’s Russian intellectual property 
practice and is recognised for her experience 
in this area. She specialises in arbitration and 
litigation, with a particular focus on IP issues 
and has significant experience in handling 
complex investment projects involving different 
IP assets, as well as in negotiating and advising 
on various IT transactions (including software 
development, franchising, and IP assignment 
and licensing. She is highly skilled in solving IP 
disputes in Russian courts of all levels, including 
the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, as 
well as in forums such as the Chamber of Patent 
Disputes of Rospatent, antimonopoly bodies 
and the prosecutor’s offices.

Tilling is an active member of the IP Committee 
of ICC Russia as well as a member of several 
working groups of the global ICC Commission 
of Intellectual Property. She is the author of 
many IP publications in Russia and abroad 
including commentaries on Russia’s key 
legislative acts. She is also active in shaping 
Russia’s IP landscape as a senior teacher at the 
National Research University’s Higher School 
of Economics. She has also developed several 
programs on IP rights issues for master’s 
students at the International Laboratory for 
Information Technology and Intellectual 
Property of the Theory and History of Law 
department. solution, Research and Resource 
Institute. 

Ekaterina Tilling
Eversheds Sutherland

From the publishers of


